How the HiSET® exam can help you change the lives of the 27 MILLION PEOPLE without high school credentials.

- Hourly Wage: ↑ 25%
- Employment Rates: ↑ 16%
- Enrolled in Post-Secondary Education: 38%
WHAT MAKES the HiSET® exam
A BETTER CHOICE
for high school equivalency tests?

POSITIVE OUTCOMES

77% complete and pass subtests in a year*

77% on first attempt*

How the HiSET exam matches ACT® on college and career readiness:**

75% Social Studies
80% Science
82% Reading
77% Math

attribute their job or promotion to passing the HiSET exam**

57%

AVERAGE 3.34/4.00 GPA when enrolled in post-secondary education**
**BETTER OPTIONS**

**FLEXIBILITY**
- Computer or paper formats
- Available in English or Spanish
- Subtests scheduled at test taker’s pace

**AFFORDABILITY**
- Least expensive test option
- Two free retakes for each subtest
- Free and low-cost test prep materials
- Variety of payment options

**ACCESSIBILITY**
- Administered at existing test centers
- Accommodations available for a variety of disabilities and health-related needs

**QUALIFICATIONS**
- Created with input from state testing directors and adult education experts
- Aligns with the OCTAE College and Career Readiness Standards for Adult Education
- The only high school equivalency exam created by a non-profit organization
- Available nationwide
Learn more about the fastest growing high school equivalency exam.

Visit hiset.ets.org or contact us:
1-855-MyHISET (1-855-694-4738)